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                                                                                                            Abstract 
 

The 3-d visualisation of a section of the Tunberget tunnel and important fracture zones 

was accomplished by combination of the topographic surface, measurements at the 

surface of fracture planes together with surfaces of dolerite dykes, results from magnetic 

modeling of dolerite dykes and tunnel mapping data. 

 

The topographic surface was represented as elevation contours with 1 m equidistance. 

The fracture and dolerite surfaces were measured geodetically in the field from a net of 

20 total station locations. Each surface was measured at 3 points to determine its strike 

and dip. Totally 44 strike and dip estimates were obtained. The extent at depth of the 

dolerite dykes was also estimated based on magnetic measurements along 3 profiles. The 

location of the dykes was also known from geological tunnel mapping. 

 

ArcGIS and RockWorks have been used to process the data and to generate a 3-d 

visualization of the geometrical relation between targeted geological structures, the 

dolerite dykes and the tunnel. The area is of interest to be studied in more detail as the 

fracture zones and the parallel dolerite dykes connect the tunnel with a large wetland 

complex.  

 

 Key words: 3-d visualization, tunnel, geological structures. 
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1. Introduction  
 

Geologic structure must be modeled to provide a means of control during the analysis and 

modeling of sample data and as a means of estimating volumes. Two dimensional 

surfaces can be used to represent faults, hanging and foot walls and top and bottom 

structures during the estimation of volume and thickness. Three dimensional volume 

models are used for more complex geologic structures, which cannot be represented in a 

plane (Smith 1999).  

 

Geologic modeling is a highly intuitive process. A geologist or engineer is faced with the 

task of transforming a sparse set of data values into a continuous three-dimensional 

model of a geologic structure which is only hinted at by field sampling. There are no 

empirical or statistical methods which can be effectively used to estimate the geometry of 

the irregular surfaces and volumes, only a few drillhole intercepts, outcrops and shadowy 

geophysical data which provide a starting point for what, in reality, is an educated guess 

(Smith 1999). 

 

The Tunberget tunnel is located in Sollentuna north of Stockholm in Sweden and is part 

of Norrortsleden, a highway that will connect road E4 with E18. The road tunnel is under 

construction and has two separate tunnel tubes with two lanes in each direction. The total 

length of the tunnel is 2.1 km and runs from Tunberget in the south to Lake Snuggan in 

the north. The tunnel is located entirely in Stockholm granite and intersects several steep 

fracture zones and a set of NW-SE oriented steep dolerite dykes.  

 

In conjunction with the dykes an increased inflow of water was noticed in the tunnels. 

These dykes weaken the bedrock of the area and facilitate, together with the parallel 

oriented fractures, a connection to the Törnskogsmossen wetland. The leakage of water 

into the tunnel through the dykes and joints is a significant factor in the motivation of this 

project. 

 

Even though geological surveying is commonly applied in a number of activities such as 

mining exploration, mapping and studying macro structures etc, locating geological 

structures using geodetic surveying with intended accuracy is not widely spread. 

 

In this project geodetic measurement using a theodolite was the preferred method to 

assess location and orientation of planar surfaces of fractures and dykes. A fracture is a 

crack or fault in a rock. A dyke stands for an intrusive igneous body in a fracture in the 

pre-existing rock. Its thickness varies from centimeter to several meters. Mostly dykes 

have close to vertical orientation. A dyke is an intrusion into a crosscutting fissure, i.e. a 

dyke cuts across other pre-existing layers or bodies of rock. This implies that a dyke is 

always younger than the rock that contains it. Jointing is often developed near the cooling 

surfaces. Geodetic measurements are used to determine the 3-d spatial relations of 

between the tunnel and the wetland of the study area. 

  

  

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intrusion_%28geology%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Igneous
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1.1 Objective 

 

The main objective of the project is to establish a complete 3-d visualization as a tool for 

analysis of the complexity of   geological structure where the tunnel intersects the dykes. 

More specifically, to generate a 3-d display of the prominent fractures and dykes which 

intersect the tunnel, to locate their position, to measure their orientation and to observe 

their relation in a 3-d with better accuracy are key parts of this project. These dykes also 

underlie a large wetland complex which covers the upper NW part of the study area. 

  

2. Literature review  
 

Before the 1990-ties paper maps and statistics were the most important tools for 

researchers to study geospatial data. In the 1990s, the field of scientific visualization gave 

the word „„visualization‟‟ an enhanced meaning (McCormick et al., 1987). The growth of 

visualization related to the rapid development of computer technology since the 1980s, 

resulting in the availability of powerful computing. The principal area of growth of 

visualization tools and technologies within the spatial sciences has been the domain of 

GIS. 

 

Integrating visualization with simulation data and interaction techniques allows scientists 

to alter simulation parameters and annotate regions interactively.  

 

Integrating advanced visualization with GIS tools is also becoming useful in the analysis 

and presentation of complex data in a broad range of disciplines such as planning and 

resource management (e.g. Conners, 1996; Bishop & Karadaglis, 1997; Davis & Keller, 

1997).  
 

In recent years, many researchers have intensively worked with 3-d visualization and 

modeling, moving from 2D and 2.5D to real 3-d (Xu & Niu 2006). Besides, they 

addressed the necessity of much more study and exploration in order to develop the 

efficiency and the effectiveness of real 3-d visualization in geology.  

 

 Earth science researchers have worked in 3-d visualization, seismic interpretation, 

operations geology, marine geology and geophysics. Using 3-d visualization researchers 

in Earth Science have studied deep and shallow earthquake clusters in the subducting 

plate boundary between the Pacific plate and the Okhotsk plate (Bonilla 2007). 

 

Earth scientists use 3-d visualization to study and evaluate complex hydrological and 

hydrogeological phenomena (Rivera 2005). There are many methods of representing 

complex geographical and geological data in 3-d. Some of the more common ones used 

in geology and geosciences include layering, fence diagrams, solid models, wire-frame 

models, and 3-d surfaces (Demšar, 2004). 

 

Geoscientists applied scientific visualization to the study of earthquakes. Weber et al 

(2003) visualized certain types of earthquake phenomena such as displacement, 

acceleration, and strain that were measured and detected during an earthquake simulation 
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experiment in a geotechnical centrifuge. Nowadays it is common to work with 

visualization and simulation of earthquake related data (Weber et al 2003); the 

simulations focus on the moment of earthquake and its effect on the ground.  They have 

also addressed other types of visualizations and models used to simulate the movements 

of the plates (plate tectonics) under the ground and the resulting strain created on the 

surface by this movement. 

 
Mallet and Samson (1997) address in their paper the problem of characterizing the shape 

of a geological surface on the basis of its principal curvatures. They explained the shape 

of geological surface using a numerical method for computing the curvature of a 

triangulated surface and its application to geological problems. 

 
Enke et al (2005) used an object-oriented 3-d topologic data model to define the basic 

characteristics of geological features and to compute a 3-d geological model. In the 

model geological features are represented as point, line, area and volume object classes.  

 

Perugini et al (2007) presented a virtual flow through 3-d structures formed by chaotic 

mixing of magmas (one of the most controversial mixing types, generally the result of 

complex flow of magma within a magma chamber (Ottino et al, 1988)) and numerical 

simulations with the aim to highlight the power of 3-d representations in the 

understanding of this geological phenomenon. They reconstructed the mixed magma 

from southern Italy using a 3-d chaotic dynamical system. They also addressed the use of 

3-d multimedia models to penetrate into magma mixing structures and to understand their 

significance in the context of magma dynamics. 

 

Chacon et al (2006) provided a general review of GIS landslide mapping techniques and 

basic concepts of landslide mapping. Maps of spatial incidence of landslides, maps of 

spatial– temporal incidence and forecasting of landslides and maps of assessment of the 

consequences of landslide were considered. 

 

Nikishin et al (2007) tried to develop an approach to three-dimensional digital geological 

mapping for regional mapping.  They tried to develop a software package with programs 

that contain (1) Numerical analysis of the geological history at a given point. (2) 

Numerical analysis of the geological history along a section with reconstruction of the 

paleostructure and the paleogeography. (3) Constructing the three-dimensional digital 

geological map and other software for hydrogeological, geotechnical, and ecological 

purposes.  

 

3. Study area and data description 
 

3.1 Study area 

 

The study area (Figure 3.1) is located in Sollentuna, north of Stockholm. It is located 

between 94450 N and 94850 N and 93100 E and 93400 E in the local coordinate 

system. It is 20 km away from central Stockholm and can be reached by public transport. 

Because of climatic conditions of the region, fieldwork has to be made during the 

http://www.geology.um.maine.edu/geodynamics/analogwebsite/Projects2004/Hooks/References.htm
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summer season April-October. The terrain is typical for the area with low relief, abundant 

rock outcrops of granite, and glacial till as soil cover. The vegetation is predominantly 

spruce and pine forest with some birches and a cover with blueberry shrubs as ground 

vegetation. The volume under study is 400x300 m and height 77 m, i.e. the height from -

10 m below the tunnel to +67 m of above it. It covers a section of the approximately 2 km 

long Törnskogen dolerite, including its intersection with the motorway tunnel of 

Norrortsleden presently under construction. The tunnel is located 20 m below the surface 

and is included in the studied rock volume. 

 The dolerite intrusion consists of several sheets that have filled an almost vertical 

fracture system in granite. The dolerite is magnetic and can thus be detected under soil 

cover with measurements of the magnetic field. These measurements can also be used to 

derive a 3-d model of the intrusive sheets. 

 

 In the study area, the surface topography is strongly influenced by the occurrence of the 

dolerite. Many of the observed escarpments of the granite represent the walls of the 

intrusions, as the dolerite is easier eroded. The dolerite is exposed only at very few 

locations near the base of the escarpments. 

 

To the west, the rather large bog Törnskogsmossen overlies the fracture system that 

contains the dolerite intrusions. This situation, with a large water reservoir connected 

with a fracture system that intersects the tunnel, was the reason to study the 3-d geometry 

in more detail together with hydraulic aspects and the potential water inflow into the 

tunnel from the bog. 

 

3.2 Data description  

 

Here are the data used in the project and their sources: 

 

 Topographic map with 1 m contour interval of the study area, Sollentuna 

Kommun.   

 Bench marks and known coordinate points on the ground of study area from 

Sollentuna Kommun.     

 CAD data containing the whole current tunnel and observed geological structures 

from Swedish Road Administration (Vägverket). 

 Ground water boreholes (Id number and coordinates) from Swedish Road 

Administration (Vägverket)                     

 Rock magnetic properties, Henkel (2007). 
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4. Methodology 

Various methods were used to gather the essential data for the project. Some of the data 

were collected from fieldwork, including the orientation of planar structures and the 

measured profile of the magnetic field of the dolerite dykes. Surface elevation data were 

extracted from maps. These data were processed and normalised with GIS data 

management tools.  In the remaining part of this section we describe how this data were 

used in RockWorks to create a 3-d diagram of the targeted bodies in the project volume. 

Magnetic modeling was carried out to assess depth and orientation of the dyke bodies. 

 

           
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.1. The study volume is 400x300 x 77 m, located in Sollentuna, north of 

Stockholm.                                          
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4.1 Reconnaissance visit  

 

An examination of the general geological characteristics of the area and its structure was 

made on the first day of field the survey. Some dyke exposures were noticed in different 

localities (Figure 4.1). These exposures can give a rough estimation of the extent of the 

dykes in the study area.  They extend almost across the whole project area from 

northwest (close to the wetland) to southeast where they cross the Tunberget tunnel. 

 

 In this stage the rough location of the dolerite dykes and granite escarpments of the area 

were determined using marking tapes and paint. Fairly clear and appropriate areas for 

measuring were specified. The location of the wetland and its relation to the general 

geological structure of the area was studied. 

  

           

 

 

Figure 4.1. Examples of dolerite outcrops in the study area. The steep granite surfaces 

are boundaries to the now eroded dolerite. At the base of such escarpments, dolerite 

boulders and outcrops can occasionally be found.  

 

4.2 Selecting instrument strategy  

 

Modern surveying equipment, such as alidades, theodolites, Total Stations (TC) and 

global positioning system (GPS) receivers provide the possibility to collect a wide range 

of digital spatial data in the field.  

 

A magnetic compass is used in numerous geological applications to measure either a 

direction or a planar inclination of a feature on the ground. Even though the traditionally 

used compass has played and is still playing an essential role in many aspects in land 

related surveying, its sensitivity for error is highly significant.  Surveying that requires 

high precision involves another cumbersome task to remove erratic values when a 

magnetic compass is used. With today‟s fast growing technology use of a traditional 

compass in many areas of surveying is decreasing. There are a number of other methods, 

which have been used, in recent years. Among them GPS and its derivatives are the most 

dominant alternatives. Theodolites are used like GPS in a number of ground engineering 

surveys. They are an alternative to GPS, particularly in forested areas where GPS 
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receivers have difficulties with satellite connections. In addition the theodolite has much 

better vertical accuracy than other surveying instruments including GPS.  

 

The rock surfaces of fracture planes of the study area that resulted from fractures in 

granite are known as joints. They have formed prominent escarpments in the area because 

of the granites resistance to erosion. In some areas joints are seen a few meters apart.  

 

The spatial orientation of discontinuities such as joints, fractures and escarpments are 

indicated by strike and dip. Strike is given by the angle azimuth from north (in the 

horizontal plane). Dip is an angle from horizontal (in vertical plane).  

 

The geological structure is usually interpreted using various data, for example from 

outcrop, borehole, and geophysical observations. When sufficient data are given, the 

structure can be easily and precisely determined. Generally, however, we must determine 

the structure with a limited amount of data.  

 

The spatial joints (discontinuities) would be measured with a geological compass and a 

tape measure. Nowadays they could be measured by analyzing a digital image (Kolymbas 

2005).  

In this study, geodetic surveying with theodolite instrument was used to collect data on 

the orientation of the geological structures in the study area. The instrument was used to 

determine the spatial orientation and location of the granite escarpments and the 

associated dolerite dykes that are supposed to be laterally connected with the wetland on 

the surface of the study area and the subsurface tunnels. The survey was conducted in an 

area with extent 300m x 400m. Location and orientation of the structures were 

determined measuring the coordinates of points for each structural plane. 

 

We used a Leica TC600 theodolite (Figure 4.2). The major reasons are: Possibility to 

obtain high precision coordinates of almost vertical escarpments and dykes located in the 

densely forested area. Using the theodolite in the study area allows getting all the 

positional coordinates required for the targeted features and their structures. 
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Figure 4.2. Theodolite (Leica TC600) (Image taken from Department of Geodesy & 

Geoinformatics Royal Institute of Technology). 

 

 A total station combines electronic theodolites and EDM into a single unit. It observes 

and digitally records horizontal angles, vertical angles and slope distances from the 

instrument (Figure 4.3) to points to be surveyed. The trigonometric relation of the angles 

and the distances is used to determine the coordinates of the points. Various atmospheric 

corrections, grid and geodetic corrections, and elevation factors can also be input and 

applied. The data is transferred instrument to a computer. It will be used to generate a 2-d 

map or a 3-d volume of the surveyed structures. 
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Figure 4.3. Simplified illustration of theodolite measurements. In the Figure the center of 

beam from reflector represents the point to be surveyed. The slope distance D and the 

vertical B and horizontal angle C are measured. The reference point location is vertically 

below the instrument I. 

 

Principle of Leica TC600 Theodolite for measurement 

 

The principle of this measurement always needs at least two points with known 

coordinates. One of them is the starting station and another is back site reference point. In 

Figure 4.4, B is a station with known coordinates (XB, YB, HB), A is back site reference 

point with known coordinates (XA, YA, HA) and P (XP, YP, HP)  is point with unknown 

coordinate to be measured.  

 

The principle is to calculate the coordinates as following (Egeltoft 2003): 

θAB = arctan [(YB-YA)/(XB-XA)]        

 

YP - YA = tan θAP(XP-XA) 

YP - YB = tan θBP(XP-XB) 

 

XP = (XB tan θBP – XA tan θAP –YB +YA) / (tan θBP – tan θAP) 

YP = YA + tan θAP (XP– XA)  

 

Consider direction between A and B, θBA = θAB ± 200 gon (360
0
 = 400 gon). The back 

angle α1 is the difference between measured angle direction to P and B and back angle α2 
is the difference between measured angle direction to A and P (clockwise).  θAB and θBA 

is forward and backward bearing of AB respectively and θBP and θAP is forward bearing 

of BP and AP respectively. So XP and YP is the measured coordinate of point P. By the 

same process it calculates ZP as well. 
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Figure 4.4. The principle of measurement for a new point P in horizontal view. 

 

4.3 Locating the fractures and the dykes by geodetic surveying 

 

Station network for more detailed surveying 

 

The reflector total station operating mode was implemented. This type of total station 

requires a solid reflector or retroreflector signal return from the remote point to resolve 

angles and distances.  Prisms are attached to a pole positioned over a feature.  It requires 

two persons - operator and rodman. While one was operating the total station on the 

reference point, the other was holding the prism pole (reflector) on the surface of the 

target.  

 

 To set up the total station network two known points are required. These points would be 

the starting and ending points of the survey, in case the points are available and open 

surveying is to be made. It is also possible to select any two suitable known points which 

are used as reference points to locate the starting point of the total station survey. Their 

coordinates will be used to calculate other measured points. The two known points were 

selected from the groundwater boreholes of the area (Table. 4.1) which have xyz 

coordinates and are registered in the tunnel data set of the area. The borehole data set was 

obtained from the Swedish Road Administration.  

 

Measuring triple points of planar structures 
 

Starting from the network points measurements were conducted to determine the 

orientation of the planes by targeting three non-collinear points (Figure 4.6) on the 

surface of each escarpment or dyke (Figure 4.7). The three non-collinear points on each 

plane surface were detected with the reflected signal that came toward the theodolite 

Y 

X 
α2 

α1 

θBA 

θAB P 

(X,Y) 

B 

A 
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receptor. These three points for each plane were in most cases spaced 0.5 to a few meters 

depending on the accessible area of the plane to be measured.   

 

Table 4.1. Groundwater boreholes with known coordinates 

 

ID No. X Y Z 

GW5A 93198, 799 94614, 039 43,457 

RB9807 92671,169 94048,883 27,164 

 

 An open traverse survey was used to set up the total station network (Figure 4.5) and to 

measure all the triple points (Figure 4.6) of the planar exposures. The total station 

network points for each targeted exposure were established. 

  

 
 

 Figure 4.5. Network of total station points from which planar surfaces were measured 

with triplets.                    
 

The distance between the location of the instrument and the location of the measured 

three points on the plane ranges from 5 to 10 m.  
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  Figure 4.6. Triple point measurements of planar features from total station points. 

 

 
Figure 4.7. The measured triple points form a triangle that represents the orientation of a 

planar structure.  
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Placement of reflector prism  

 

The reflector prism was held on the surface of planar features where the surface was 

easily accessible. Some of the planar features were too high at the top to reach them from 

the ground. And in some other areas tree branches and trunks made it difficult to see the 

reflector on the surface of a planar feature. In some such cases it was difficult to take 

measurements of all triple points on planar surfaces. In other cases the top placement of 

the reflector was shifted from the surface of the planar feature (which is the correct 

position) to above the top of the feature and to a few centimeters beyond its edge. The 

effect of these kinds of measurements on the calculated dip angles measurements is 

discussed in section 6. 

 

Measurements of small angles from the theodolite to the reflector were avoided in order 

to minimize errors. In total 44 triplets of planar surface were measured. In the next step 

the data were transferred from the theodolite instrument to a computer and processed to 

xyz coordinates using the surveying workspace of the Geo++ software. ID number of 

network points, bearing and backsite angles of the points were specified in this 

workspace. Slope distance, vertical angle, horizontal angle, reflector height, and 

instrument height, which are considered raw pre-processed data from theodolite 

surveying, were used to compute the coordinates of each point. 

 

Transformation of the tunnel coordinate system to Sollentuna Kommun system 

 

 The computed coordinates were in the tunnel coordinate system. In order to work with 

the map of Sollentuna kommun and to deal with other necessary parameters from the 

map, it was necessary to associate the tunnel coordinate system with Sollentuna kommun 

coordinate system by means of transformation of one coordinate system to another.  

Three bench marks were taken from Sollentuna kommun previous work (Figure 4.8). 

Their location was identified and marked in a field work. Starting from these three points 

another number of points which had been already known in the tunnel coordinate system 

were surveyed. After downloading and processing the data, the results showed that both 

the tunnel and Sollentuna coordinate system have similar xyz values.  In both cases it was 

shown that the coordinates, except one point with significant difference which has been 

regarded as a measurement error, have more or less the same or close values (Table 4.2). 

Transforming from one system to another was therefore unnecessary.  
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Figure 4.8. The three benchmarks established by Sollentuna Kommun could be located 

with in the study area 

 

Table 4.2. Coordinate of the surveyed known points with tunnel and Sollentuna Kommun 

coordinate system. 

 

Sollentuna Kommun coordinate system 

ID       X            Y        Z 

111111 93163,405  94692,448 42,961 

111112 93211,412  94580,748 46,967 

111113 93143,893  94669,333 37,779 

111114 93117,440  94657,770 37,268 

111115 93119,609  94673,779 36,410 

111116 93204,365  94686,842 48,382 

111117 93119,497  94674,416 43,465 

  

Processing triplet data to dip and strike data 

 

The orientation of a plane relative to the earth's surface is determined by two angles: 

strike and dip. Strike is defined as the azimuth (horizontal angle from north) line in the 

plane. The azimuth is customarily measured in degrees from 0 to 360°, from north over 

east or can be recorded as N50E, N45W etc. Dip is the direction and angle of maximum 

downward tilting, which is always perpendicular to the strike of the plane. 

 

    Tunnel coordinate system                     

  ID      X Y      Z 

111111 93163,405  94692,448 43,013 

111112 93211,388  94580,803 47,039 

111113 93143,900  94669,365 37,749 

111114 93117,507  94657,764 37,234 

111115 93119,497  94674,416 36,460 

111116 93204,565  94686,842 48,382 

111117 93198,799  94614,039 43,457 
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Three non-collinear points are sufficient to define a plane. In structural geology the strike 

and dip of a planar feature, such as a fracture plane or an escarpment can be calculated if 

its elevation is known at three points. The elevation control points can be in either surface 

or subsurface locations (Franks et al. 1959). 

 

 Using this method requires the constructing of a triangle and the labelling of the points 

from lower to higher elevation. When working with a large amount of data, this method 

takes considerably longer time than the method which is mentioned in the next paragraph 

and which uses the whole xyz coordinates of three points of a planar feature. The (xyz) 

coordinates of the escarpments and the dykes were imported to RockWorks workspace. 

RockWorks has a capability to calculate dips and strikes from xyz coordinate data.  

 

4.4 Magnetic profile measurements 

 

The magnetic profile measurement (Figure 4.9) is to make a qualified estimate of sub-

surface geology. It is able to determine the size, shape and physical parameters of 

geological units and the location of fracture zones. In the study area the dolerite dykes are 

exposed only in a few localities. Therefore it was essential to use magnetic field 

measurements to determine surface and subsurface characteristics of the dyke. The 

magnetic field measurements were made with a proton precession magnetometer. It 

measures the magnetic field‟s total intensity in nanoTesla (nT) with 1 nT resolution.  

 

The proton precession magnetometer operates with protons that are aligned to the earth 

magnetic field. When these protons are exposed to a new magnetic field, their alignments will 

also change. When the new field ceases, the protons get back to the previous alignment with the 

earths magnetic field. The spinning protons precess at a specific frequency. This produces a 

weak magnetic field that is picked up by the same inductor coil. The relationship between 

the frequency of the induced current and the strength of Earth's magnetic field is called 

the proton gyromagnetic ratio, and is equal to 0.042576 Hertz per nanoTesla (Hz/nT).  

 

The profiles were located at roughly right angle to the strike direction of the dykes and to 

avoid too step terrain variations. Three profiles of magnetic field measurements in 

roughly NE direction were located according to the map in Figure 4.10. The magnetic 

profiles have been measured with reference to the northern edge of Gustavsbergsleden 

Road where profile X=0.  

  

The measurements were made such that:   

 

 The sensor was always vertical. 

 It was kept away from the surveyor as much as possible. 

 It was kept still during measurement. 

 It was always at same side of the surveyor. 

 The reading was repeated when the difference to the previous value (one meter 

behind measured value) was too large. 

 For every profile, the first point measurement was repeated to check that the 

magnetic field was stable and the instrument worked without drift.   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precession
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nanotesla
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Figure 4.9. Illustration of magnetic field measurements  

 

The measurements were made in October 2006. The intensity obtained is plotted in 

Figure 4.10 as points with variable colour. The green points show the lowest obtained 

intensity and red points show the highest intensity. In Table 4.3, profile start and end 

coordinates, the profile azimuth and the lowest and highest reading is given for each of 

the 3 profiles.   

 

Table 4.3. General information of measured magnetic profiles. 

 

Profile 

no. 

Start (m) End (m) Magnetic 

intensity (nT) 

Azimuth 

(
0
) 

Northing Easting Northing Easting Min Max 

1 93233 94560 93339 94578 50963 51095 20 NE 

2 93197 94622 93302 94629 50930 51041 10 NE 

3 93165 94728 93241 94787 50982 51137 30 NE 

 

The coordinates were from the projected topographic surface map (Figure 4.10) 

compared with magnetic measured start and end point location on the ground surface, the 

profile azimuth were from compass that has been used to carry on the measurement along 

a certain direction and the magnetic intensities were from the magnetometer during field 

survey, October 2006.  

 

Sensor 

Rod 

Surveyor 

2m 

Soil Cover: 

Very low magnetic 

Bedrock: 

Very high magnetic 
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Figure 4.10. Location of the magnetic profiles and the measured relative magnetic 

intensity (green - low, red – high intensity) 

 

In Figure 4.10 the land use coverage is 85 % transparent over the topographic surface 

coverage. For this reason the legend of land use coverage doesn‟t show its exact colour. 

The magnetic field measurements were conducted at an estimated 2m elevation above the 

rock surface and with 1m interval. While taking the measurement all steps were done 

carefully and the instrument kept away from any object that could affect the measured 

value of the magnetic field. A preliminary interpretation was made after plotting the 

measured values. In the plotting chart a positive magnetic field anomaly was noticed at 

locations in every profile where the dolerite dykes were supposed to occur. 

 

Magnetic properties of rocks observed at the surface provided a basis for modeling of the 

magnetic structure of the dolerite dykes. To asses the geometrical relation of the dolerite 

dykes, modeling with Gravity and Magnetic Modeling (GMM) software was used 

(Geovista 1994).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 

2 

3 
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4.5 Modeling 

 

MA = d
-3

Cf(VO)                  

In the equation, the magnetic anomaly (MA) of geological features is inversely 

proportional to the distance from the feature to the power of three, and proportional to the 

contrast (C), the function (f) of volume (V) and the orientation (O) of the feature. 

Therefore MA intensity is more dependable at the distance from the top rather than 

bottom of the body.   If the feature depth is big, the MA intensity of the bottom part of the 

feature is negligible.   

 

GMM is able to create a 2,5-dimensional body geometry. It means that the edges 

perpendicular to the strike direction of a body are vertical. Each body may be at an 

arbitrary angle to the profile, with any strike length and offset sideway, even positioned 

outside the profile. For the magnetic modeling the data was arranged using ASCII format 

as is shown in the example below for profile 2. The distance along the profile is in 

column 1 and the magnetometer reading in column 2. 

 

0   50987 

1   50985 

2   51003   

… 

… 

… 

82 50963 

 

The data were provided by Henkel (2006), based on in-situ measurements (magnetic 

susceptibility) (Figure 4.11) and laboratory measurements on oriented rock samples 

(remanent magnetization) (Figure 4.12). The granite susceptibility is used as the 

background susceptibility for the model bodies.   

 

 
 

Figure 4.11 Distribution of in-situ magnetic susceptibility (left) and density (right, 

measured on rock samples) of granite and dolerite dykes respectively (Henkel 2006).  
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Table 4.4. The global parameters for GMM modeling  

 

Surrounding Susc [SI] 0.000850 

Intensity of terrestrial field [nT] 50000.0 

 

Inclination of terrestrial field [deg] 70.0 

Declination of terrestrial field [deg] 0.0 

Profile azimuth [deg] 20, 10 and 30, respectively 

Magnetic anomaly type [Z/H/T] T-field 

 

Flight height [m, mag only] 2.0 

Mag elevation/Ground Clearance [E/G] Ground clear 

   

 
 

Figure 4.12. Stereographic projection showing the orientation of natural remanent 

magnetization (NRM) of dolerite measured on oriented rock samples and the local 

geomagnetic field (Henkel 2006). 

 

Regional field subtraction 

 

For the magnetic modeling, the local anomaly has to be derived by subtraction of the 

regional field. There are three methods for subtraction of the regional field from the data. 

These are: 

 

I) Subtract calculated anomaly 

II) Subtract average value and  

III) Linear reduction. 
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 The linear reduction method was used for the subtraction of the regional field as 

illustrated in Figure 4.13 for profile no. 3.   

 

Body parameters 

 

The local magnetic anomaly is caused by the difference in magnetic properties between 

dolerite and the surrounding granite. The Q factor is the ratio between remanent and 

induced magnetisation and was obtained from measurements of magnetic susceptibility 

and NRM on oriented rock samples. The parameters for the dyke bodies were set as 

follows:   

 

Density [kg/m
3
]: 0.0 (no gravity anomaly is modelled) 

Susceptibility [SI]: 0.012000  

Q-Factor: 0.8000 

(NRM) Rem. Incl. [deg]: 60.0  

(NRM) Rem. Decl. [deg]: 320.0  

 

 
 

Figure 4.13. Subtracting a linear regional field for the measurements of profile no. 3. 

 

3-d magnetic dyke bodies 

 

The 3-d coordinates of the dyke bodies have been extracted from the topographic surface 

map and the modeled sections using trigonometric functions and the profile azimuth. 

These are the sections of dyke bodies that are perpendicular to the measured profile. The 
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principle is shown in Figure 4.14, where ABCD is a section of the dyke. The coordinates 

of A and B are the topographic surface point coordinates and C and D are the calculated 

lower (bottom) points. The lower coordinates have been calculated using the dip angle of 

the specific bodies. The dip of the bodies varied from 87 to 90 degrees. In RockWorks 

the dykes are represented as 3-d objects (rectangular) with a strike length of 25 meters. 

 

In Figure 4.14, α = magnetic profile measurement azimuth, 

           β = 115
0
 (common strike angle)  

           d = width of the body in direction to profile azimuth and 

           ABCD is the section of the dyke body. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.14. Magnetic dyke body with section coordinates ABCD. 
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In Table 4.5, the coordinates have been derived by the principle illustrated Figure 4.14. 

The heights of the bodies depended on the top depth of modeled dyke bodies. Upper left 

and right were the same heights and derived with respect to the topographic surface 

height and top depth of each individual modeled dyke body. Lower left and right heights 

were the common height which was -10 m. The bottom heights were extended to minus 

ten (-10) m because of obtaining the relation of the dyke bodies with tunnel through the 

3-d representation. 

 

Table 4.5. 3-d coordinates of the sections of dyke bodies from modelled magnetic 

profiles. 

 
  Body-1 Body-2 Body-3 Body-4 Body-5 Body-6 

U
p
p

er
 l

ef
t Easting 94567.38 94572.37 94625.51 94627.84 94740.68 94762.25 

Northing 93277.49 93308.50 93238.26 93275.86 93177.5 93206.19 

Height 45 46 46 45 45 53 

U
p
p
er

  
ri

g
h
t Easting 94568.74 94574.19 94627.14 94631.38 94742.31 94764.07 

Northing 
93278.12 93309.34 93238.89 93277.49 93178.13 93207.03 

Height 45 46 46 45 45 53 

L
o
w

er
 l

ef
t Easting 94565.38 94569.82 94624.70 94625.47 94740.68 94760.43 

Northing 93275.57 93306.55 93235.33 93274.9 93177.5 93206.19 

Height -10 -10 -10 -10 -10 -10 

L
o
w

er
 r

ig
h
t Easting 

94566.74 94571.64 94626.33 94629.01 94742.31 94762.25 

Northing 
93276.20 93307.39 93235.96 93276.53 93178.13 93207.03 

Height -10 -10 -10 -10 -10 -10 

 

4.6 Topographic surface generation in GIS 

  

 The digital elevation model (DEM) was obtained by digitizing 1m contour lines of the 

topographic map provided by Sollentuna kommun. The topographic map was scanned. 

The corner points of the area were created using the xyz coordinates of the vertices of the 

rectangular boundaries of the study area which were stored in excel and saved as a .dbf 

format file. In a next step the file was imported to ArcMap. The corner points were used 

to provide spatial coordinates to the scanned topographic contour map. A shape file was 

created in ArcCatalogue using the xy coordinates of the saved corner points. For the 

spatial reference of the input coordinates the geographic coordinate system Sweref 99 

was used. The corner points were added to the ArcMap workspace. The scanned 

topographic map was imported to the same workspace. Georeferencing was used to 
create the link between the corner points and the contour map. It allows the 

conversion of the Cartesian coordinate system of the contour image into the adopted 

coordinate system. A new poly-line shape file was created in ArcCatalogue. It used the 

same spatial reference as the control points. Then the contours were digitized. While 

digitising, the elevation value of each contour line was stored in the attribute table. Then 
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the digitized file was interpolated and rasterized. In section 4.9 we describe another 

approach which uses RockWorks workspace   for generating the DEM of the study area. 

 

4.7 Managing CAD data in GIS to determine the coordinates of the tunnels and the 

dykes 

 

Nowadays tunnels have become one of the most essential parts of a growing 

infrastructure. They are used for different kinds of purposes, among them transportation. 

Tunnel construction has increased dramatically during the past few decades all over the 

world, in particular in highly developed countries. In demand of tunnel construction the 

methods and the technologies are also growing very fast. Peck (1969) indicated the 

following three issues related to tunnel construction: First, maintaining stability and 

safety during construction: second, minimizing unfavorable impact on 3rd parties: and, 

finally, performing the intended function over the lifetime of the project. Among these 

issues, the first issue is directly related to the appropriate design of the tunnel support 

system. Though the support system has a link with a number of factors that have impacts 

on tunnel construction, studying the structural geology of the construction area is one of 

the most important of them.  

 

The data for the tunnel location and associated geological information was taken from the 

Swedish Road Administration. The data was in CAD exchange (DXF) format. It contains 

the whole of the Tunberget tunnel.  First the data were imported to Arcmap. The 3-d 
DXF file was converted to SHP file format in ArcMap. The tunnel data was projected 

into the same coordinate system as the topographic surface map. The tunnel data were 

clipped using the rectangular boundary of the area (400 m x 300 m which was established 

from the corner points of the study area) with ArcMap data management tools. The CAD 

data included fractures, fracture zones and dykes. The fracture zones and the major dykes 

needed to be processed and exported in to shape files.  

 

Identifying the coordinates of the part of the tunnels that pass through the study area 

 

The georeferenced CAD data imported to ArcMap are used to determine the coordinates 

of the tunnel and the dykes. This data provided the three dimensional view of the tunnel 

and the dykes in the form of lines and polygons. However, identifying the coordinates of 

the whole parts of these features in ArcMap using the cursor does not provide the 

necessary information. Using ArcMap enables us to determine only the xy dimensions (2-

d) of the feature.  Therefore it was necessary to perform further steps to determine the 

third dimension of the imported data. For some points (points on lower base line) (Figure 

4.15) it was impossible to determine their location using the cursor in ArcMap. They 

were determined by constructing a vertical line from the corresponding point on the 

lower base line.  This allows us to use the trigonometric relations (Figure 4.15). This was 

necessary in order to first determine the intersection with the given reference line (RL). 

The location of the intersection was obtained using the cursor. The z coordinate for the 

upper tunnel coordinate was interpolated using the equation on page 30 (see also Figure 

4.19). 

 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/#bib5
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 In this section we describe how the coordinates of the tunnel that pass the area are 

determined from the CAD data. To join the tunnel data with the surface map, it was 

necessary to determine the coordinates of the part of the tunnels that pass the study area. 

It was also required to locate the coordinates in their proper positions relative to the 

surface. First a shape file of the rectangular boundary of the study area was created from 

corner coordinates and over laid on the lines that represent the tunnel (Figure 4.15). The 

CAD data imported to ArcMap. Then the rectangular boundary is used to clip the study 

area and the tunnel. In the CAD data, the walls of the tunnel are represented by two 

parallel base lines on two sides. One of the two lines on each side represents the upper 

endings of the tunnel wall and the other represents the lower endings of the tunnel wall. 

The metadata give a clear idea on which of the lines represents the upper ending of the 

tunnel and which the lower ending of the tunnel. These upper and lower base lines of the 

tunnels were laid on the rectangular boundary. The intersection points between (e.g. point 

U) (Figure 4.15) the upper tunnel lines and the rectangular boundary was determined by 

using the cursor in ArcMap. The xy coordinates of these intersection points provided the 

two upper endings of the tunnels intersections with the study volume. To obtain the 

heights of the upper endings, they were interpolated with respect to the height value on 

the reference lines (RL) (see Figure 4.20) and the measured distance (using measuring 

tool) between the location of upper ending points and the intersection points between the 

reference lines and the upper base lines. The reference lines do exist in the CAD tunnel 

data and cross the upper base lines at right angle with 20 m interval. The heights where 

the reference lines pass are also available as metadata (see further details in the next 

section calculation of dyke coordinates).  

 

To identify the  coordinates of the lower endings of the tunnel that intersect the 

rectangular boundary, the intersection points between the lower base lines of the tunnels 

and the rectangular boundary of the area (L) were projected vertically to the upper base 

line (L1). The xyz coordinates of the intersection point of the projected line from the 

intersection points (L1) and the upper base line were determined by pointing with the 

cursor.  

 

The reason for projecting the lower ending points to the upper base line is that the upper 

tunnel wall lines and lower tunnel lines are clearly distinguishable from CAD data. 

However, to determine the lower coordinates properly in 2-d requires that the third 

dimension be projected to one of the two plane dimensions. In order to determine the 

tunnel height at these points, the heights at the lower intersection points (L) were 

subtracted from the upper ones (L1) after determining their height by interpolation in the 

same way as determining the height of upper ending intersection points. 

 

A general view of the intersection of the tunnel with the rectangular boundary is shown in 

a simple 3-d diagram (Figure 4.16). The Figure shows the upper base line of the tunnel 

(blue), the lower base line of the tunnel (brown) and the reference line (cyan). 
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 Figure 4.15. The tunnels and their intersection with the rectangular surface boundary of 

the study area. 
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The Figure shows how the lower ending point (L) of the tunnel is projected to the upper 

base line (L1) by constructing the perpendicular line (red line between L and L1). From 

L1 one can get the actual xy coordinates of the point L using cursor. The xy coordinates 

at L1 represent the actual coordinates of the lower intersection point (L) of the tunnel 

with the rectangular boundary because they are top and bottom points of the same 

location. To determine the value of z (elevation) the distance between upper and lower 

base line was measured after determining the position of L1 from the known point of 

CAD data ( see next section , determining dyke coordinates). 

 

 
  

Figure 4.16.  Vertical intersection at the southern vertical face of the study volume.  

 

Calculation of dyke – tunnel intersection coordinates 

 
The location of every minor dyke in a tunnel cannot always be predicted, but the trend of 

the dyke swarm is probably known and may be used to assess the extent to which the 

tunnel is likely to be affected. 

 

To determine the location and orientation of major subsurface dyke bodies that cut the 

tunnels in the study area, the data provided by the Swedish Road Administration 

(Vägverket) were used. In order to determine the size of the dykes and to obtain their 

intersection coordinates inside the tunnels, the data were examined after import into 

ArcMap. The imported data contained reference lines at 20- meter intervals (Figure 4.17 

& 4.18). These lines represent the height above sea level of the top of the vertical side of 

the tunnels. On the map (Figure 4.17), the coordinates of the vertices of the dykes, which 

intersect the reference line of the tunnels, were determined.  

 

Calculation of the coordinates of the upper part intersection points (U) between dykes 

and tunnels 

 

The xy coordinates of the upper part intersection points (e.g. U) between the dykes (green 

areas in Figure 4.17) and the tunnels were determined using the cursor position in the 

ArcMap view. In this case the procedures were used the same as that used to determine 

the intersection point between the upper part of the tunnel and the rectangular boundary 

of study area. 
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Linear interpolation was used to determine the height of the upper endings of the dyke on 

the upper tunnel line. The interpolation has been carried out based on the height and the 

distance relationship of the reference lines and the dyke‟s endings. Regarding height, the 

height on the upper ending of the dykes (U) and the height on the references lines (RL) 

(see previous section) were taken. For distance relationship, the distance between the 

dyke upper endings point positions and the intersection point the reference lines and the 

upper base lines (upper tunnel lines Figure 4.17) were considered. 

 

In Figure 4.17 Top the two tunnels and the two inner dyke sets are shown. In the right 

side tunnel a constructed line from the reference line (blue) is shown. In the left side 

tunnel the 20 m interval reference lines (RL) represent the 3-d reference lines of the 

tunnels. The dykes are represented by green areas. In the left side of the tunnel one side 

wall, L, is an example of the position of lower part intersection points between the dykes 

lower ending and the lower tunnel lines. U is an example of the position of the upper part 

intersection points between the dykes upper endings and the upper tunnel lines.  
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Figure 4.17. Shows the details how the upper and the lower endings of the dykes body 

were decided. 
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Calculation of the coordinates of the lower part intersection points (L) between the 

dykes and the tunnels 

 

The lower part of Figure 4.17 shows how the lower ending (L) point of the dyke is 

projected to the upper ending (L1) by constructing the line between L and L1. From L1 

we obtain the xy coordinates of the point L using the cursor. In order to determine the 

value of z (elevation) the distance between the upper and the lower base line was 

measured after determining the position of L1 from the known given point. The point U 

represents the upper endings of the dyke. It is clearly seen that L1 does not lie on upper 

point U. This shows that the projected lines (L1) from the lower endings (L) are slightly 

shifted from the upper endings points (U) because of the dipping phenomena of the dyke.  

 

The heights of the lower endings were obtained from the difference between the heights 

of the upper intersections points and the tunnel wall heights at every point where the 

endings are situated. The tunnel wall heights were also determined by using the cursor for 

positioning on the ArcMap 

 

 
 

Figure 4.18. Projected lines (in the Figure shorter and smaller red lines intersecting the 

tunnel line roughly NW-SE) from the intersection points of the lower endings of the 

dykes and the lower base lines of the tunnels. The lines are laid on the upper tunnel lines 

of the tunnels after perpendicular projection of the lines that come from the lower endings 

of the dyke.  
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Figure 4.19. A 3-d illustration shows how the height (z) of the top ending of the dyke 

inside the tunnel is determined. 

 

In Figure 4.19 at point A the x,y coordinates ,the height of AB and the length of AE are 

known. To get the height CD at point C: 

 

 (AC)/ (AE) = (CD-AB)/ (EF-AB) linear interpolation equation 

 

Therefore CD = (AC (EF-AB) +AB*AE))/AE                                                       

         Where:          

            AC is a measured length with measuring tool in ArcMap 

            AE is the distance (20 m) between two reference lines, and 

            AB, EF are the excavated heights of the vertical sides of the tunnel which 

intersect the reference lines. 
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Figure 4.20. A 3-d illustration shows how the height (z) of the bottom ending of the dyke 

inside the tunnel is determined. 

  

In Figure 4.20 the lower vertices (e.g. D of line CD) were projected vertically 

perpendicular to the upper base line and lie on the upper base line. Projecting D to the 

upper lines in a straight line gives the position of D on the upper tunnel line.   Its position 

was then detected by using the cursor in ArcMap. This provided the xy coordinates, the 

lower ending at point D. All lower endings of the dykes were determined in this way. The 

heights of the projected lower endings of the dykes were calculated in the same way as 

used for calculating the height of the upper endings of the dykes. 

 

4.8 Visualisation in RockWorks  

 
Introduction 

 
It is well established in statistics that graphics, specifically data visualizations, are usually 

the simplest and most powerful means for communicating results (Tukey, 1977; Tufte, 

1983). Visualisation is the graphical (as opposed to textual or verbal) communication of 

information (data, documents, structure) (Grinstein and Ward, 2002). The goal of the 

visualisation is to reduce complexity of a given data set and, at the same time, lose the 

least amount of information. (Fayyad and Grinstein, 2002). 

 

The use of software in many aspects of geological research has been increasing over the 

last decade. Any software applications that are used in geological research depend on 

analysis, interpretation and presentation of data gathered by conventional means in 

different kind of studies and applications. Therefore, the primary data have to be entered 

into the computer application by hand.  
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Modern surveying equipment, such as alidades, theodolites, Electronic Total Station 

(ETC) and global positioning system (GPS) receivers, provides the possibility to collect a 

wide range of spatial data in the field. After collection the data will undergo further 

analysis and interpretation and, at the end, the result will be presented. Unlike most 

geographic data, the geological data often need tools and functionalities that are able to 

work in three-dimensional settings. 

 

In the current study RockWare 2006 was selected as one of the main tools to create 

visualizations and to illustrate in three dimensions, the general geometric view of the 

Tunberget tunnel and the relation of the geological structures to this tunnel. 

 

RockWorks 2006 has two main functional tools: 

 

The Borehole Manager is used to manage, analyze, and visualize down-hole geological, 

geochemical, geophysical, and geotechnical data, which are used in the datasheet 

(spreadsheet-style data window) of bore manger represents borehole. Other kinds of data 

can also be used. 

 

The RockWorks Utilities represent a collection of miscellaneous programs.  The 

RockWare Utilities use a simple datasheet (data window) to manage the data, and this 

data window contains a different suite of menu tools. The utilities are used for 

manipulating and displaying different types of data. 

 

It is mostly used in the area of geological research. It does contain a broad collection of 

software utilities for processing geologic data and solving geologic problems. 

RockWorks 2006 is the newest version of RockWare‟s integrated software package for 

geological data management, analysis, and visualization.  Whether a person is working 

with surface or sub-surface data, RockWorks2006 offers a complete suite of easy-to-use 

tools for modeling, image creation, and report generation. 
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Creating a 3-d Surface map using a Two-Dimensional Contour Map with RockWorks  

 

 
 

Figure 4.21.  Point mode digitizing of topographic contour map. After setting a z value 

for each contour line the xyz coordinates of the digitized points appear automatically 

during digitizing (RockWorks). 

 

The project volume was established in the RockWorks workspace based on the boundary 

of the study area. Creating a 3-d surface of the area using a topographic map is in 

RockWorks quicker and easier compared to some other software applications, as it 

provides the possibility to add xyz values while digitizing the contour map (Figure 4.21). 

The scanned topographic map with 1 meter contour interval was clipped and resized 

according to the border coordinates of the study area in ArcMap and imported into 

RockWorks. The edge of the image was calibrated by entering map border coordinates of 

the study area, which had already been used as tic marcs when georeferencing the 

scanned map in ArcMap. Next the height values of each contour interval (1m difference) 

were set in the beginning of digitizing each contour interval and the xy coordinates were 

added automatically while digitizing. At last the xyz coordinates of the digitized contour 

lines were saved in an ASCII file. 

    

A grid 400x300 m with 10 m spatial resolution was created based on the coordinates of 

the digitized points.  Then this grid was used to generate a 3-d surface of the topography 

of the study area. 

 
The coordinates of the intersections between the vertical tunnel height, the boundary of 

the study area and the coordinates of the dyke vertices were imported using RockWare 

utilities. 
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Creating 3-d visualization of tunnel bodies   

 

The xyz coordinates of the intersection points (Table 4.6) of the two tunnels with the 

southern and eastern side of the project volume were specified. Each tunnel was 

represented by 8 coordinates. 

 

Table 4.6. The xyz coordinates of the intersection points of the tunnels and the boundary 

of the area. 

 
 X min (m)        Y min (m)               Z min (m)         X max (m)       Y max (m)  Z max (m) 

Tunnel  201 coordinates of southern part  intersection points 

1 94553.89 93097.87 14.58               94556.49      93100.04       18.31 

2 94582.78 93103.52 15.07       94578.49      93100.04       19.51 

Tunnel  202 coordinates of southern part  intersection points 

3 94620.34 93096.53 17.13       94624.74      93100.04       22.95 

4 94648.79 93103.66 15.96       94644.06      93100.04       20.47 

Tunnel 201 coordinates of eastern  part  intersection points 

5 94851.62 93315.68 23.45       94849.92      93314.38       28.07 

6 94847.16 93294.98 26.47        94849.92      93297.03       31.74 

Tunnel 202 coordinates of eastern  part  intersection points 

7 94852.4               93263.48 20.97       94849.92      93261.69       27.09 

8 94849.92 93247.05 26.90       94847.24      93245.08       26.23 

 

X is easting of the intersection points 

Y is northing of the intersection points 

 Z is the elevation of the intersection points  

 

To visualize the tunnels in 3-d, the „Displaying Surface Objects‟ tool, which is available 

under 3-d object in RockWare utilities, was used. This tool is used to create simple 3-d 

objects such as buildings, roads, cylinders, and walls that may be plotted along with other 

3-d objects in order to show the relative positions of surface items. Data is read from an 

external ASCII file. The external ASCII file that contains the object has been created 

using a program that is capable of saving documents as text only. The data format was 

written according to the data format codes, for the heights and the coordinates of the 

tunnels. While accessing the RockWare Utilities, the tool does not read data from the 

main data window instead the program will read the commands within the text file and 

build the surface in 3-d at the specified elevations.   In such manner the completed image 

of the two tunnels were displayed in the RockPlot3-d window.  

 

Creating 3-d visualization of the dyke bodies    

 

The same tools and functions used to display the two tunnels were used to display the 

groups of dykes which are cutting the tunnels of the area. The two tunnels and the two 

dykes were combined together in one file. Eventually the 3-d representation of the 

tunnels and the dykes that existed prior to excavation were in one view with their specific 

position inside the project volume. 
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Generating of 3-d elements of fractures  

 

There are adequate options for displaying fractures in three dimensions with RockWorks 

workspace. We select disc shape rather than triangular shape to visualize the location and 

orientation of fractures because it provided a possibility to minimize the overlap of the 

displayed fractures. The size of the discs is changed according to a predetermined radius, 

adjusted according to the radius of circles inscribed to triplets. 

 

The coordinates of the center point of the measured triplet planes of the fractures were 

computed from the corner coordinates of the triangular planes. The radii of the circles 

inscribed in to the triangles were considered the radius of each fracture. In order to 

represent a planar surface in a 3-d disc in RockWorks, four parameters are necessary. The 

xyz coordinates of the center point of the plane or disc, the radius of the disc, the dip and 

the direction of the plane. All these parameters were imported to the RockWorks and 

used to create the disc shaped fractures in the 3-d utility tool. 

 

Combining all 3-d bodies representation 

 

After checking the orientation and the location of the topographic surface, each fracture 

plane and the tunnel map, a merging process was performed using a combination of tools 

of RockWork utilities. In order to combine all they must be the same project dimension. 

While combining, a feature might be obscured by another feature. This causes the 

underlying feature to be concealed by the overlaying one. In such cases the transparency 

tool is used to increase the transparency of the overlaying feature. The transparency of 

the topographic surface was thus increased to display the subsurface tunnel and the 

related geological structures of the area.  

Figure 4.22 shows a general overview of the methods that were used in the entire project 

work. 

 

 

 
. 
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Figure 4.22. Flowchart of the project work. 
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5. Results 3-d visualization 
 

The results of this study are categorized in to three groups.  The data, which were, 

accumulated from field geodetic surveying and magnetic field measurements, the data 

extracted and normalized from existing data using GIS data management tools and the 

final 3-d visualization with RockWorks. 

 

5.1 Data from geodetic measurements  

 

The processed theodolite measurements provided the location and the orientation of 

planar surfaces associated with several dolerite dykes. In Appendix A the coordinate 

sets of all triplets are listed with a resolution of 0.01m. The dip and strike of the 

targeted structures was determined from the corner coordinates of the triplets 

(Appendix C).                                                           

 

As mentioned earlier, in section 4.3, using the xyz coordinates of the surveyed points in 

RockWorks, the angular value of dip and strike were obtained in degrees. These values 

were imported into excel. The histogram (Figure 5.1 & 5.2) with bar chart was made to 

examine the frequency of the major data. It also helped to identify outliers. In the 

histogram most of the directions of strike values were shown to be between 110
0 

and 

130
0
. The most frequent value is 120

0
. The points out side these intervals were considered 

as outliers. The average dip values were 70
0 

and 90
0
 (Appendix C). The average strike is 

118.2 with the most frequent value at 120
o
. The strike has a unimodal distribution.    

 

 
 

 Figure 5.1.  Distribution of calculated strike angles in degrees from the north over the 

east.  

 

Figure 5.3 shows the relation between the reflector placement positions and the resulting 

dip angle values. 
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Figure 5.2. Shows the distribution of calculated dip angles, which is clearly bimodal 

having peaks at 70 and 85 degrees, respectively. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.3. Scatter plot of dip versus plane radii  
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 The blue dots in Figure 5.3 represent the values of the dip angles and the radii of the 

planar surface. The diagram shows the relationship between these values.  The dip angle 

value tends to decrease as the plane radius increases. Therefore the data values are 

negatively correlated. As shown in the diagram most of the  smaller radii data values are 

between the dip angle values  between 80
 o

 and 90
o 

( inside green box) where as the 

bigger radii data values are between 48
 o

 and 75
o
. Most of them are between 52

 o
 and 70

o
 

(inside yellow box). The blue line shows the trend of the correlation of the two side data 

values. It is also shown that very small radius values are not good because they increase 

the tendency of error propagation in the measured data (Figure 5.4). 

 

On the other hand the top placement of the reflector was shifted (section 4.3) from the 

surface of the planar feature (Figure 5.5) to above the top of the feature and to a few 

centimeters beyond its edge. Such placement reduces the actual dip of the planar feature. 

 

Shifting the placement (see section 4.3) of the reflector (Figure 5.5) is another factor that 

reduces actual dip of planar surface. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.4.  Shows various reflector placements on the planar surfaces.  
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Figure 5.5. Shows the correct placement of reflector (left) the incorrect placement of 

reflector (right).  

 

The dip values and strike direction were mapped using a tool for mapping dip and strike 

in RockWorks. Figure 5.6 shows their distribution and orientation in the area. The map 

shows the dip values, dip directions, strike and the general trend of these geological 

structures. Most of the dip values shown are between 70
 o

 and 90
o 

.Some dips are less 

than 70
 o
. It can also be seen that the strike of most of the planar surfaces is between 120

 o 

and 130
 o 

(NW-SE)
.   

The dip is generally in the SW direction. 

 

Stereographic projection  

 
A stereographic projection is used to show the orientation of dip and strike of planes in 

the form of points representing the inward directed pole to that plane.  There are two 

main types of stereograms, which are widely used. The first is called Equal-angle 

Stereonet, also known as Wulff net (Richard H. Groshong 1999). And the second is 

called Equal-area stereonet or Schmidt net. The second type of stereonet (Figure 5.7) is 

widely used by geologists.  

 

The RockWorks utilities make it possible to use both kinds of stereonets to project the 

orientation angle of a planar surface or other geological structures.  The dip and strike 

value of the planar surface of the measured fracture was imported to RockWorks. Using 

Schmidt net under RockWorks utilities the stereonet projection of the poles to their 

proper orientation on stereographic map was made.  
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Figure 5.6. Distribution of planar surfaces in the project area. The map shows the dip 

values, dip directions, strike and the general trend of these geological structures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7.  Stereographic projection of the poles of the calculated planar surfaces. The 

unimodal distribution of dip values results a maxima in pole frequency. 

 

5.2 Models of magnetic dykes 

 

Models of the magnetic dyke are the result of the modelling where GMM has been used. 

The vertical and horizontal scale is equal in the three sections shown in Figures 5.8, 5.9 

and 5.10.  
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Figure 5.8. Magnetic model for profile 1. (The length unit in meter) 

 

In profile 1, Figure 5.8, three bodies appear. The two bodies to the right are dykes but the 

left body is caused by more magnetic granite. The measurements for profile 1 started at 

19 meters from the road northern edge. Top depth of left dyke body is about 2 meters and 

the dip is almost vertical. The right dyke body appears at the surface and dips with a few 

degrees to the SW. The distance between the dyke bodies is roughly 22 meters. The 

deeper parts of the dyke do not affect magnetic intensity.  

 

Profile 2, Figure 5.9, shows two major peaks, i.e. two main dyke bodies. One is located 

about 35 meters and the other about 55 meters from the northern edge of the 

Gustavsbergsleden Road. The distance between the two major dyke bodies is about 20 

meters. The left side high and low magnetic values are due to a parked car. Three small 

dyke bodies may exist as well. The top depth of the right dyke body is about 4 meters 

with almost vertical dip. The depth to the top of the left dyke body is about 1.5 meters 

with few degrees dip to the SW.  

 

SW NE 
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Figure 5.9. Magnetic model for profile 2. (The length unit in meter) 

 

In Profile 3, Figure 5.10, two dyke bodies appear. The anomalous values at the left side 

of the profile are related to the effect of less magnetic road bank material and an 

increased distance to more magnetic bedrock (granite). The larger right body is more 

magnetic granite. The top depth of the left dyke body is about 1.5 meters and the dip is 

almost vertical. The right dyke body appears at the surface and the dip is 90 degrees. The 

distance between the two main dyke bodies is about 20 meters, almost the same as in the 

models of profile 1 and 2. By this modeling it has been discovered that two major parallel 

dykes bodies are located in the study area north of Gustavsbergsleden Road. In all three 

profiles the north eastern dyke is wider compared to the southwest dyke. 

 

5.3 Representation of the dyke bodies in 3-d 

 

Basically 2½ dimensional dyke bodies have been created using GMM for three measured 

magnetic profiles. These have been converted to 3 dimensional rectangular bodies for 

representation with RockWorks. Previously determined petrophysical characteristics of 

the dolerite dykes were used for the GMM modelling. In profile 2, three smaller dykes 

have been modelled. In some of the outcrops one could notice the occurrence of such 

smaller and narrow dykes in conjunction with the major dyke bodies. Several small dyke 

bodies have been found in the tunnel as well.      

 

SW NE 
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The left body of profile 1 and the right body of profile 3 in the magnetic model sections 

represent granite with higher magnetic susceptibility. The left low anomaly in profile 3 is 

due to the increased distance to the granite basement below an increased thickness of low 

magnetic road bank material. The characteristic steep gradients and the narrow low + 

high anomaly to the left in profile 2 are caused by a parked car. 

 

The Horizontal Plane tool in RockWorks has been used to produce the 3-d dyke 

representation shown in Figure 5.11. The dyke bodies are rectangular shape and extend 

from the specific body top height to -10 m depth.  

 

 
 

Figure 5.10 Magnetic model for profile 3. (The length unit in meter) 

 

SW NE 
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 Figure 5.11 3-d view of the major dyke bodies derived from magnetic modelling. 

 

Six dyke bodies have been derived from the magnetic modeling and are represented in 

3-d in RockWorks. The length of these bodies is set 50m. The width of these bodies 

varies from 1 to 3 meters according to the magnetic modelling results. The height of the 

bodies varies depending on the top depth of the specific body. The dips of the bodies vary 

from 87 to 90 degrees towards southwest and the general strike is 115 degrees. 

 

The topographic surface is 50% transparent with respect to the dyke bodies to show the 

dyke bodies in their exact locations and with proper orientation with respect to the 

surface (Figure 5.12).  

 

5.4 Topographic surface generated in GIS 

 

The data was digitized on screen from a scanned and georefenced contour map (contours 

with 1 m interval). The digital contour map was interpolated and rasterized (Figure 5.13). 

In the diagram the bright areas have a higher value of elevation. The darker areas are with 

lower value of elevation. The wetland of the area is shown in the northwest part of the 

area. It extends to west for more than 500 m. In the south and in the northwest the darkest 

areas show the lowest elevation. In the middle the brightest areas represent the highest 

peaks of granite escarpments. 
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Figure 5.12. 3-d dyke bodies with topographic surface. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.13.  The topographic surface based on digitized contours with 1 m interval.  

 

S 

N 
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 5.5 The coordinates of tunnels and dykes 

  
The xyz coordinates of the tunnel and the dyke have been determined from the tunnel 

CAD data in ArcMap. The top and bottom corner coordinates of the tunnels, which pass 

the area, were determined and are given in Table 4.5. The coordinates represent the 

intersection points between the southern and the eastern vertical side of the area and the 

two tunnels. These points are displayed with A-P on the map of Figure 5.14. 

 

 

Figure 5.14. The intersection points (A-P) between the tunnels and the vertical 

boundaries of the study area. 

 

Then the xyz coordinates of the location of each dyke inside the tunnels were determined. 

As the dykes have irregular top and bottom, their representation is generalized. Some 

minor and branched dykes are generalized with the major ones. The coordinates of the 

location of the dykes are presented of appendix D. They are numbered 1-32 in Figure 

5.15. 

 

The dyke and tunnel coordinates were used to establish a 3-d representation of the tunnel 

and the dyke bodies. 

 

5.6 Result of 3-d visualization 

 

The grid generated for the elevation (see section 4.8) was used to create a 3-d topographic 

surface of the area (Figure 5.16). This surface was used to visualize the land cover of the 

area together with the tunnels and the fractures. The 3-d surface shows the escarpments 

that have higher elevation in yellow color. Areas with lower elevation are displayed by 
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blue color and the lowest parts of the area are shown by deep blue and violet color. While 

generating the surface the inverse distance interpolation technique was used.  
 

 
 

Figure 5.15. The vertices (1-32) of the dykes after the lower corners have been projected 

to the upper reference line in ArcMap. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.16. 3-d Topographic surface.  
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Figure 5.17. 3-d objects of the two major dykes with the two tunnels. 

 

In Figure 5.17 the two prominent dyke bodies are shown in the NW-SE direction. The 

3-d plot axis is vertical. It is shown that the dykes cross the tunnels from NW-SE 

direction.  

 

Figure 5.18 shows the 3-d surface that was created by kriging and the tunnels. The 

topographic surface is represented by more varying colors compared to the inverse 

distance interpolation technique. The granite peaks are represented in brown color. The 

terrain areas and height variation on this 3-d are more distinct compared to the 3-d 

generated by inverse distance. The transparency of the 3-d surface is increased to observe 

which part of the area that is crossed by the tunnels.  

 

Figure 5.19 shows the two tunnels with in the study area in the NE-SW direction. They 

were generated from the coordinates, which had been determined by processing existing 

CAD data. The parallel walls of the two tunnels are shown in green. The transparency of 

the roof of the tunnels also allows the two dykes within the tunnels to be seen. The wall 

heights of the two sides of each tunnel ranged from 3 m to 4.5 m. The tunnels are located 

at 20 m below the topographic surface.  
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Figure 5.18. The 3-d representation of the topographic surface and the tunnels. The 

Figure is oriented NE-SW to show intersection between the southern and the eastern 

vertical side of the area and the two tunnels. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.19. The two tunnels and the intersecting dykes in 3-d representation under the 

topographic surface. 
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Figure 5.20.  The 3-d representation of the magnetic model dykes and the dykes 

observed in the tunnels. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.21. Fractures in 3-d and in the project dimension of the study area. 

 

In Figure 5.20 the magnetic dykes have gray color and trend NW- SE. They have close to 

vertical dip angle. As they are magnetic modeled dykes, they are located below the 

topographic surface. The 3-d topographic surface transparency was increased to display 
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the subsurface situation of the dykes and the tunnels. The dykes observed in the tunnels 

are represented in yellow color. 

 

Figure 5.21 shows the fractures created from the triplets of planar surface measurements. 

The diagram shows relationship between the fractures and the tunnels. The vertical 

fractures cut the tunnels roughly at the same place where the dykes cross the tunnels. The 

discs with smaller dip angles were removed. As earlier mentioned in the methodology the 

radii of inscribed circles of the triangles were calculated from the measured triple points. 

They were used as the radii for the 3-d representation of the discs. An attempt was made 

to minimize overlapping among the fractures. However there is still some overlap in the 

area where the fractures are more frequent. They extend in a NW- SE trend.  

 

Figure 5.22 shows the extent of the dykes and fractures between the tunnels and the 

wetland. It also shows a consistent trend for the fractures and the different sets of dykes.   

 

Figure 5.23 show the final 3-d, representation. In this diagram, all 3-d, bodies, including 

the topographic surface, the fractures, the tunnels, the dykes in the tunnels and the dykes 

modeled from magnetic data are presented in the dimension of the project area. Surface 

map transparency allows to see the underground tunnel positions and their relation to the 

planar fractures of the area.  

 

Figure 5.24 consists of the topographic surface, the 3-d presentation of the fractures, the 

dykes and the tunnels of the area. The diagram presents the relationship among the dykes, 

the fractures and the tunnels. The extent of the area, which is covered by the fractures and 

the adjacent wetland, is clearly seen. The dyke bodies derived from magnetic modeling 

are also included. They are represented by the grey vertical rectangular bodies that have 

nearly the same trend as the fractures.  
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Figure 5.22. The top view of the fractures, the topographic surface and the ground 

structures. The Figure also shows the magnetic dyke and the two tunnels in dashed lines.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.23. Final results of all combined 3-d view. 
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Figure 5.24. Enlarged (zoomed) 3-d view perpendicular to strike of the dykes – shows 

the actual location of the dykes, the fractures and to what extent dykes and fractures 

intersect the tunnels at the right place. 
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6. Discussion and conclusions 

 
The study volume  

The study volume covers an area of 400x300 m and height 77 m, i.e. the height from -10 

m below the tunnel to +67 m of above it. This volume includes the complex geological 

structures i.e. the dykes and fractures, the subsurface tunnel and the wetland. 

 

The topographic surface 

 

A topographic map with 1 m contour interval in the scale 1 m was used to generate a 

digital elevation model (DEM) of the study area in both ArcMap and RockWorks. In 

general, RockWorks is easier and faster compared to GIS to create a topographic grid. 

Carefully digitized contour lines of the topographic map in RockWorks provide a good 

quality and reliable grid of the elevation. The grid has 10 m spatial resolution. 

 

The geodetic network 

 

The networks points of the total station should be designed in such a way that they allow 

the surveying of triplets of points on planar surfaces at a large angle.  Surveying triplet 

points at a small angle will reduce the accuracy.  Therefore, measurements of triplets at 

small angles should be avoided. Most of the triplet points of the planar surfaces in the 

study area were measured at high angle from the respective station point. 

 

The Planar surfaces  

 

Most of the triplet points were spaced from 0.5 m to 2 m. Careful consideration should be 

given to the placement of the reflector on planar surfaces. The measurement must be 

taken on surfaces which represent fractures. While fixing the reflector on the planar 

surface it is necessary to make sure that the surface is not eroded or cracked by 

weathering or affected by other mechanisms. The reflector must be fixed on the same 

surface plane while taking measurements. It is also important to avoid widely spaced 

reflector positions for triplet point measurements to avoid the risk for erratic effects of the 

surface considered. It is important to avoid closely spaced reflector placements which 

increase the influence of the normal measurement uncertainty. The scatter plot of the 

radii triplets versus the dip angle (Figure 5.3) shows that widely spaced reflector 

positions of triplets do not give a good result.  The histogram (Figure 5.2) of dip angle 

estimates shows a bimodal distribution. The unexpected low angle values resulted from 

surveying the triplets at low angle from the station point and very narrowly spaced 

placements.   

 

The dykes – modeled, observed  

 

Before the generation of the 3-d representation of the planar surfaces of the fractures, the 

erratic values of dip and strike were removed. The dip and strike, the center of the triplets 

and the radius of the inscribed circle of triplets were used to generate the 3-d 

representation of planar surfaces in the study volume. In order to minimize the overlap 
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between fractures triplets of the planar surfaces were represented with a disc shape which 

was given the radius of the inscribed circle. 

 

In the study volume there are two parallel sets of dyke bodies. Dykes of the northeastern 

dyke set which are identified from the dyke coordinate determination inside the tunnel 

are represented in 3-d as two pairs of dykes in each tunnel.   The SW dykes that are not as 

big as the NE are not included. They are however represented by the magnetic field 

measurement profiles across both dyke sets.  

 

Generalizing minor dyke bodies into major ones makes them easier to visualize. The 

generalized dyke bodies can be represented as correctly located and oriented regular 

shaped bodies.  This was considered sufficient for the project. 

 

The tunnel 

 

The tunnels have a curved top and there is no specific tool in RockWorks which can be 

used to convert this tunnel shape into a 3-d representation. However, each vertical side of 

the tunnel and the top of the tunnel was approximated by rectangles. Though such an 

approximation is not a full representation of the tunnels it was considered sufficient for 

this project.  

 

Magnetic Modeling  

 

From the magnetic modeling, it is found that there are two sets of prominent dyke bodies 

situated parallel at the northern part of Gustavsbergsleden Road in the study area. The 

approximate distance between these two prominent dyke bodies is about 20 meters. 

 

For the 3-d presentation in Rock Works, the dykes were extended to 25 meters lengths 

along the strike to either side of the measured and modelled sections. The top of the 

model dyke bodies is at their modelled depth below the surface. The base of the model 

dyke bodies is extended to -10 meters, i.e. the lower limit of the 3-d volume under 

investigation. A generalised strike direction of 115
0
 was used to visualize the dyke 

bodies. The average strike of the dyke bodies observed in the tunnel is 120
0
. This is the 

main reason that the model dyke bodies do not coincide with tunnel locations. Applying a 

more refined strike direction and including the scattered small dykes in the tunnel would 

make the magnetically determined dyke pattern consistent with the observed dykes in the 

tunnel. 

 

The parallel set of dykes that are seen magnetically ca 20 m southwest of the north-

eastern main dyke are not as prominent in the tunnel where only scattered and small dyke 

occurrences were mapped.  Therefore were not included in the 3-d representation of the 

dykes that intersect the tunnel. 
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Conclusion  

 

The 3-d visualization is very important as a way of displaying data.  It provides useful 

information of general and detailed aspects of objects and their spatial relation. It is an 

excellent way of visualizing how objects are related to one another in space. 

 

The relationship of the complex geological structures of the study volume which include 

fracture dykes and the tunnel were effectively visualized in the 3-d. The combined 3-d 

diagram shows the general geometric relationship between the fractures, the dykes, the 

tunnels and topography. By focusing on and increasing the transparency of the surface 

map the subsurface dykes and the tunnels intersection were seen more clearly. The water-

flow gradient from the wetland to the tunnel is gentle and shows that there might be a 

relation between the geological structures and the water flow from the wetland toward the 

tunnel. 

 

Geodetic surveying provides a good quality of geological structure data. Triplet 

measurements using theodolite need to be careful and precise. 

 

Eventual further detailed study of the area is recommended, particularly concerning the 

relationship between the complex geological structure and the hydrological properties of 

the wetland of the area.  
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Appendixes 

 

Appendix A 

 

Table of the coordinates of triple points on the fracture plane (X is Nothing Y is Easting)  

 
 X1 (m)  Y1 (m)  Z1 (m) X2 (m) Y2 (m)  Z2 (m) X3 (m)  Y3 (m)  Z3 (m) 

1 94663.68 93253.73 53.55 94670.12 93251.66 53.45 94672.90 93250.71 54.90 

2 94681.28 93248.87 57.13 94678.91 93249.99 59.23 94687.68 93246.94 59.83 

3 94672.21 93252.36 55.12 94668.81 93253.58 54.77 94668.45 93253.74 55.45 

4 94692.53 93238.18 55.40 94694.62 93236.63 55.02 94695.30 93236.58 55.98 

5 94698.31 93237.17 58.07 94696.75 93237.90 56.92 94693.59 93238.50 56.51 

6 94693.45 93243.59 59.60 94694.59 93242.93 60.30 94698.54 93240.22 59.11 

7 94706.62 93229.50 56.15 94708.79 93228.52 56.35 94710.31 93227.85 55.69 

8 94711.38 93228.35 57.56 94714.79 93226.54 57.76 94717.82 93225.08 56.18 

9 94706.39 93234.13 58.75 94709.28 93232.39 58.89 94711.20 93231.28 58.36 

10 94727.87 93221.83 56.76 94728.33 93221.21 56.12 94726.00 93222.71 56.67 

11 94725.12 93220.98 55.94 94725.48 93220.73 55.29 94726.52 93220.28 55.75 

12 94743.14 93211.64 54.36 94743.39 93211.61 53.63 94742.63 93211.89 54.01 

13 94742.02 93214.03 55.11 94744.09 93213.08 55.35 94745.85 93211.97 54.04 

14 94749.97 93212.46 55.16 94751.35 93211.53 54.72 94752.76 93210.69 54.00 

15 94746.91 93217.38 56.71 94747.54 93216.57 55.91 94747.88 93216.32 56.45 

16 94761.76 93205.57 53.99 94762.38 93205.19 53.53 94763.02 93204.98 54.13 

17 94767.76 93203.93 53.82 94769.47 93203.20 53.49 94769.79 93203.44 54.24 

18 94773.75 93200.31 53.82 94773.93 93200.37 54.61 94772.39 93200.87 53.90 

19 94818.71 93179.36 55.66 94818.76 93179.73 56.32 94816.25 93181.45 55.53 

20 94822.19 93187.85 59.27 94825.63 93186.62 59.69 94826.91 93185.73 58.88 

21 94836.28 93168.37 56.91 94845.10 93162.52 57.20 94849.10 93159.88 57.44 

22 94852.59 93156.01 56.31 94852.34 93156.18 56.00 94852.21 93156.33 56.46 

23 94835.96 93146.66 55.24 94836.26 93145.17 54.09 94841.13 93142.80 55.17 

24 94844.98 93139.02 55.10 94843.57 93139.52 54.17 94842.59 93140.26 55.21 

25 94807.26 93151.56 53.75 94808.91 93150.26 52.86 94802.49 93154.72 53.16 

26 94767.34 93174.17 50.39 94766.35 93174.12 49.10 94769.23 93172.94 50.77 

27 94766.34 93172.07 48.45 94771.14 93169.48 50.59 94770.50 93169.51 49.27 

28 94774.45 93162.91 49.69 94779.03 93160.70 49.14 94783.01 93158.05 50.69 

29 94784.33 93162.66 51.35 94787.08 93160.72 50.44 94791.25 93157.41 51.44 

30 94736.62 93186.92 48.29 94734.29 93188.02 48.84 94738.09 93186.93 49.03 

31 94728.37 93195.67 50.62 94731.01 93195.76 49.91 94732.89 93196.55 51.10 

32 94729.57 93202.71 53.00 94732.80 93201.21 52.69 94732.87 93200.83 51.91 

33 94735.75 93203.29 52.88 94737.56 93202.28 52.84 94735.69 93203.22 52.36 

34 94714.94 93199.32 51.25 94714.75 93198.66 49.68 94708.85 93201.19 50.64 

35 94703.21 93204.56 52.00 94698.00 93207.61 51.91 94696.76 93207.68 50.57 

36 94694.92 93207.09 49.52 94698.26 93205.36 49.06 94701.81 93203.33 50.47 

37 94630.79 93234.75 49.71 94630.50 93234.59 49.15 94633.41 93233.67 49.47 

38 94666.40 93220.58 51.62 94667.63 93219.38 50.38 94668.95 93219.19 51.54 

39 94572.25 93270.68 48.59 94573.84 93270.42 49.09 94574.94 93269.73 48.68 

40 94569.92 93263.87 46.46 94570.71 93263.29 46.18 94571.44 93262.78 46.49 

41 94540.91 93309.05 45.68 94541.03 93306.55 45.51 94541.12 93307.89 45.20 

42 94513.75 93347.61 45.87 94512.06 93348.03 45.33 94511.46 93348.41 45.88 

43 94507.83 93348.53 45.10 94506.59 93349.14 45.36 94507.13 93348.67 44.87 

44 94503.61 93349.40 44.75 94505.93 93347.99 44.76 94504.78 93348.31 44.16 
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Appendix B 

 

Table of center points of triplets 

 

 Y (m)   X (m) Z (m) 

1 93252.03133 94668.89767 53.967 

2 93248.59833 94682.62367 58.72966667 

3 93253.22633 94669.824 55.11133333 

4 93237.131 94694.14767 55.46966667 

5 93237.85867 94696.21967 57.168 

6 93242.248 94695.528 59.67166667 

7 93228.62567 94708.57467 56.06166667 

8 93226.657 94714.66167 57.16766667 

9 93232.60033 94708.956 58.66733333 

10 93221.91933 94727.40067 56.51433333 

11 93220.66133 94725.708 55.65933333 

12 93211.71033 94743.05333 53.999 

13 93213.024 94743.98567 54.83266667 

14 93211.55967 94751.35967 54.62733333 

15 93216.75533 94747.442 56.35966667 

16 93205.24833 94762.38567 53.88533333 

17 93203.52133 94769.00967 53.852 

18 93200.51667 94773.357 54.11266667 

19 93180.17967 94817.905 55.83766667 

20 93186.73133 94824.91067 59.28333333 

21 93163.59233 94843.49467 57.18466667 

22 93156.172 94852.38133 56.25866667 

23 93144.87767 94837.78433 54.836 

24 93139.60033 94843.71467 54.82466667 

25 93152.17967 94806.21733 53.25633333 

26 93173.74267 94767.63833 50.08766667 

27 93170.35533 94769.32433 49.436 

28 93160.55167 94778.83267 49.84 

29 93160.26433 94787.55267 51.078 

30 93187.29 94736.33367 48.71666667 

31 93195.99467 94730.757 50.544 

32 93201.58333 94731.746 52.535 

33 93202.92767 94736.33133 52.69033333 

34 93199.72367 94712.848 50.524 

35 93206.61833 94699.325 51.494 

36 93205.26133 94698.33 49.68033333 

37 93234.33633 94631.56667 49.44033333 

38 93219.71867 94667.66467 51.182 

39 93270.276 94573.67633 48.787 

40 93263.31233 94570.69233 46.37833333 

41 93307.828 94541.019 45.46133333 

42 93348.01533 94512.42133 45.69366667 

43 93348.77867 94507.18433 45.11033333 

44 93348.56567 94504.772 44.554 
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Appendix C 

 

Table of dip and strike in degrees  

 

 Stk Dip  

1 107.8 87.9 

2 109.6 83.0 

3 110.0 87.7 

4 123.6 70.8 

5 97.4 65.6 

6 123.1 84.4 

7 114.2 88.9 

8 117.7 85.7 

9 120.9 86.4 

10 116.6 61.4 

11 115.8 84.0 

12 112.8 84.6 

13 115.7 79.8 

14 128.8 72.4 

15 136.2 82.4 

16 116.0 81.3 

17 108.6 66.3 

18 111.9 81.2 

19 131.4 64.8 

20 112.4 67.5 

21 123.7 84.3 

22 128.8 85.6 

23 126.2 48.3 

24 116.9 78.3 

25 124.4 81.1 

26 127.9 63.3 

27 124.0 75.8 

28 117.7 72.3 

29 127.1 83.0 

30 107.7 58.3 

31 81.5 67.1 

32 112.8 67.5 

33 119.0 80.1 

34 109.5 66.4 

35 120.7 66.8 

36 118.0 84.9 

37 110.2 65.9 

38 118.0 70 

39 110.6 57.7 

40 125.7 87.9 

41 178.7 70 

42 109.2 73.6 

43 110.7 63.1 

44 121.4 61.5 
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Appendix D 

 

Table of the coordinates of the top and the bottom vertices of the major dykes in the 

tunnels 

 

 X(m)  Y(m)                         Z (m) 

1 94718.39 93221.2 19.47684211 

2 94721.33 93223.31 19.57328947 

3 94718.82 93221.51 22.33947 

4 94721.43 93223.34 22.42368 

5 94732.89 93214.22 19.84078947 

6 94736.26 93216.62 19.89686842 

7 94732.49 93213.99 24.32895 

8 94736.39 93216.72 24.45263 

9 94723.12 93224.53 19.62992105 

10 94726.26 93226.73 19.73028947 

11 94723.04 93224.44 22.47632 

12 94726.17 93226.67 22.57895 

13 94740.02 93219.24 20.04428947 

14 94741.98 93220.56 20.10657895 

15 94738.94 93218.47 24.50789 

16 94741.75 93220.47 24.59737 

17 94758.79 93197.67 19.97034211 

18 94761.73 93199.7 20.03815789 

19 94758.79 93197.68 24.39737 

20 94761.59 93199.65 24.43158 

21 94771.32 93191.88 20.032 

22 94774.2 93193.88 20.12426316 

23 94771.17 93191.76 24.62368 

24 94774.37 93194.02 24.72895 

25 94764.56 93201.68 20.12878947 

26 94766.69 93203.16 20.19702632 

27 94764.62 93201.68 24.52895 

28 94766.75 93203.24 24.6 

29 94775.27 93194.6 20.15815789 

30 94779.51 93197.6 20.29484211 

31 94774.8 93194.29 24.74211 

32 94778.86 93197.12 24.87105 
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Appendix E 

 

Table: coordinates of the intersection points between tunnel and the boundaries of study 

area. 

 

    X (m)          Y(m)          Z(m) 

A 94553.8900 93097.8700 14.5774 

B 94556.4900 93100.0400 18.3163 

C 94578.4900 93100.0400 19.5137 

D 94582.7800 93103.5200 15.0712 

E 94620.3400 93096.5300 17.1324 

F 94624.7400 93100.0400 22.9558 

G 94644.0600 93100.0400 20.4720 

H 94648.7900 93103.6600 15.9653 

I 94851.6200 93315.6800 23.4521 

J 94849.9200 93314.3800 28.0705 

K 94849.9200 93297.0300 31.7366 

L 94847.1600 93294.9800 26.4739 

M 94852.4000 93263.4800 20.9675 

N 94849.9200 93261.6900 27.0955 

O 94849.9200 93247.0500 26.9037 

P 94847.2400 93245.0800 26.2318 
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Appendix F 

 

Table of network points 

 

 X (m)  Y (m)    Z (m) 

1 94614.04 93198.80 43.46 

2 94621.10 93300.16 47.69 

3 94626.69 93258.84 49.35 

4 94680.06 93233.55 53.58 

5 94617.18 93240.69 48.30 

6 94716.36 93212.62 54.60 

7 94744.41 93205.05 52.23 

8 94709.96 93191.55 47.84 

9 94738.31 93184.72 47.77 

10 94770.74 93189.86 51.75 

11 94762.64 93170.10 47.25 

12 94814.09 93169.78 54.02 

13 94847.87 93142.54 55.45 

14 94811.07 93144.11 52.12 

15 94578.85 93274.96 50.00 

16 94558.24 93307.85 45.22 

17 94785.10 93158.68 49.63 

18 94663.81 93213.41 48.92 

19 94566.82 93261.21 45.39 

20 94510.72 93345.54 44.14 
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Appendix G 

 

Table of X Y coordinates points and dip angle of dip map of the area with erratic dip 

angle data 

 

X Y Z 

94669 93252 88 

94683 93249 83 

94670 93253 88 

94694 93237 71 

94696 93238 66 

94696 93242 84 

94709 93229 89 

94715 93227 86 

94709 93233 86 

94727 93222 61 

94726 93221 84 

94743 93212 85 

94744 93213 80 

94751 93212 72 

94747 93217 82 

94762 93205 81 

94769 93204 66 

94773 93201 81 

94818 93180 65 

94825 93187 68 

94843 93164 84 

94852 93156 86 

94838 93145 48 

94844 93140 78 

94806 93152 81 

94768 93174 63 

94769 93170 76 

94779 93161 72 

94788 93160 83 

94736 93187 58 

94731 93196 67 

94732 93202 68 

94736 93203 80 

94713 93200 66 

94699 93207 67 

94698 93205 85 

94632 93234 66 

94668 93220 69 

94574 93270 58 

94571 93263 88 

94541 93308 69 

94512 93348 74 

94507 93349 63 

94505 93349 62 
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Appendix H 

 

Table of X Y coordinates points and dip angle of dip map of the area after field recheck. 

The red dip angles show the new measurement result using compass  

                                                    

X Y Dip (deg) 

94669 93252 88 

94683 93249 83 

94670 93253 88 

94694 93237 71 

94696 93238 81 

94696 93242 84 

94709 93229 89 

94715 93227 86 

94709 93233 86 

94727 93222 80 

94726 93221 84 

94743 93212 85 

94744 93213 80 

94751 93212 72 

94747 93217 82 

94762 93205 81 

94769 93204 81 

94773 93201 81 

94818 93180 80 

94825 93187 81 

94843 93164 84 

94852 93156 86 

94838 93145 48 (AV) 

94844 93140 78 

94806 93152 81 

94768 93174 63 (AV) 

94769 93170 76 

94779 93161 72 

94788 93160 83 

94736 93187 69 

94731 93196 81 

94732 93202 81 

94736 93203 80 

94713 93200 87 

94699 93207 79 

94698 93205 85 

94632 93234 80 

94668 93220 81 

94574 93270 58 (AV) 

94571 93263 88 

94541 93308 70 

94512 93348 74 

94507 93349 63 (AV) 

94505 93349 62 (AV) 
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Appendix I 

 

Magnetic profile reading in nT  

 
Profile-1 Profile-2 Profile-3 

Distance in 
meter 

Magnetic 
value 

Distance 
in meter 

Magnetic 
value 

Distance 
in meter 

Magnetic 
value 

19 51008 0 50987 0 50995 

20 51005 1 50985 1 51001 

21 51002 2 51003 2 50982 

22 51012 3 51041 3 51011 

23 51025 4 50952 4 51024 

24 51025 5 50930 5 51039 

25 51022 6 50940 6 51048 

26 51016 7 50940 7 51045 

27 51008 8 50944 8 51025 

28 50999 9 50949 9 51036 

29 50992 10 50952 10 51033 

30 50994 11 50958 11 51030 

31 50987 12 50963 12 51032 

32 50985 13 50973 13 51035 

33 50986 14 50969 14 51036 

34 50985 15 50972 15 51042 

35 50983 16 50968 16 51039 

36 50984 17 50968 17 51039 

37 50984 18 50973 18 51048 

38 50989 19 50976 19 51047 

39 50989 20 50980 20 51049 

40 50992 21 50980 21 51037 

41 50996 22 50979 22 51035 

42 51004 23 50977 23 51032 

43 50999 24 50983 24 51029 

44 50998 25 50983 25 51028 

45 50997 26 50984 26 51025 

46 51007 27 50982 27 51033 

47 51004 28 50978 28 51030 

48 51011 29 50978 29 51030 

49 51016 30 50980 30 51030 

50 51019 31 50989 31 51038 

51 51016 32 51000 32 51048 

52 51011 33 51004 33 51049 

53 51010 34 50999 34 51049 

54 50999 35 50993 35 51049 

55 50991 36 50993 36 51059 

56 50989 37 50991 37 51075 

57 50994 38 50994 38 51095 

58 50997 39 50989 39 51124 

59 50994 40 50986 40 51137 
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60 50992 41 50983 41 51107 

61 50985 42 50990 42 51095 

62 50990 43 50989 43 51058 

63 50988 44 50996 44 51055 

64 50986 45 51003 45 51049 

65 50991 46 51009 46 51047 

66 50998 47 51014 47 51051 

67 51007 48 51016 48 51045 

68 51000 49 51015 49 51042 

69 50996 50 51017 50 51044 

70 51003 51 51024 51 51041 

71 51008 52 51030 52 51054 

72 51027 53 51023 53 51067 

73 51024 54 51037 54 51070 

74 51044 55 51038 55 51079 

75 51056 56 51034 56 51075 

76 51079 57 51023 57 51075 

77 51095 58 51009 58 51074 

78 51090 59 51002 59 51075 

79 51075 60 50993 60 51074 

80 51035 61 50980   

81 50986 62 50978   

82 50974 63 50977   

83 50967 64 50966   

84 50963 65 50969   

85 50965 66 50967   

86 50967 67 50965   

87 50969 68 50966   

88 50973 69 50964   

89 50981 70 50966   

90 50984 71 50963   

91 50990 72 50956   

92 50985 73 50957   

93 50986 74 50952   

94 50981 75 50965   

95 50981 76 50970   

96 50980 77 50966   

97 50991 78 50966   

98 50993 79 50971   

99 50994 80 50976   

100 50995 81 50963   
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